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In 2016, the WRN will be providing more resources to 
a wider audience of women focused on personal and 
professional improvement . It’s all part of the WRN’s continued 
commitment to profitability, growth and retention . 

“Our network has evolved in a number of ways since we began,” 
said WRN Director Celeste Briggs . “But our business priorities 
remain constant . Our dedication to elevating the profitability, 
growth and retention for every dealer is unwavering . Again 
this year, we’re developing new tools that give all women in 
automotive retail more power to succeed .”

Those priorities, Briggs said, are directly aligned with GM’s 
corporate vision of placing the customer at the center of 
everything that we do . 

“Dealers are passionate about earning customers for life,” she 
said . “This vision unites us as a team and is the hallmark of our 
customer-driven culture .”

Briggs has reams of data from female dealers who’ve 
had operational improvements as a result of using WRN 
resources . She said the WRN leadership will focus this year on 
encouraging more women to take advantage of the growing 
toolkit .

“Our goal is to get everyone involved,” said Briggs . “Consider 
this a personal invitation to improve your future, and the 
future of your dealership . We have resources that can help 
improve the skills of women in every retail discipline .”

Education and Training is Being Targeted to:

» Increase the overall number of women dealers

» Improve Overall Dealer Performance metrics with a
focus on Retail Sales Index (RSI)

» Create a more profitable Fixed Operations business

» Increase profitability and operational effectiveness by
adding a second female-exclusive NADA 20 Group;

» Grow relationships with GM WOMEN in the Field

» Create new business opportunities through an alliance
with the Women’s Business Enterprise National Council
(WBENC) and its world-class certification process 

2016 Network Focus: 
profitability, growth 
& retention

{ WRN priorities remain constant;  
developing new tools to succeed.
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Women in automotive retail know all too well the need for a 
level playing field . The Women's Business Enterprise National 
Council was formed nearly 20 years ago for just that purpose: 
To give female business owners a seat at the table and access 
to decision makers from the world’s top companies . 

That’s exactly why, according to WRN Director Celeste Briggs, a 
partnership between the two is such a perfect match . 

“WBENC is removing barriers in the marketplace that impede 
the progress and growth of businesses owned and managed 
by women,” said Briggs . “All of our female dealers with 
majority ownership want to be a part of this elite organization 
and reap the benefits it provides .”

The WBENC is the nation’s leading third-party certifier of 
businesses owned, controlled and operated by women . The 
cornerstone of WBENC is its certification process, which 
validates that a business is 51 percent owned, controlled 
and operated, by a woman or women . WBENC certification 
is recognized by public, private, non-profit and government 
entities throughout the U .S . and its territories .

For a dealership to be eligible for WBENC WBE Certification, 
one of two conditions must be met:

» Female dealer-operator, named on Paragraph Third of
the GM Dealer Agreement, with 51 percent business
ownership

» Female Key Manager with control of the day-to-day
operations, and with 51 percent business ownership

By obtaining WBENC WBE certification, female dealers can 
have access to more than 1,000 corporations representing 
America's most prestigious brands wanting to do business 
with women-owned companies . 

“Most female-owned dealerships are not recognized by the 
female dealer’s name,” said Briggs . “They are most often in 
the family name . Through partnering with WBENC, women 
dealers are able to position themselves with Fortune 500 
companies and governmental agencies looking for diversity in 
their supply chain . 

“Additionally, all of the WBENC-Certified businesses have 
personal and/or professional transportation needs . If you are 
not certified, you’re not part of the conversation . Access to 
these female entrepreneurs opens up opportunities for GM 
fleet and commercial sales, as well as retail business .”

Women-owned businesses in the U.S. have an economic impact of 
nearly $3 trillion and create/maintain more than 20 million jobs. 

– WBENC President’s Report{

wbenc CONNECTS  
Women Business Owners with top 

companies seeking supplier diversity
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WBENC Certification
Candace Waterman, WBENC chief of staff, says WBENC gives 
women-owned businesses the ability to compete for real-
time business opportunities provided by WBENC’s corporate 
members and government agencies .

“Our MatchMaker program establishes connections between 
certified women business enterprises (WBEs) and purchasing 
decision makers from corporations and government agencies 
seeking suppliers for specific opportunities,” she said .

GM is a good example . The GM Supplier Diversity Teams 
serve as bridge builders according to Reginald Humphrey, 
Senior Manager Supplier Diversity . “We’re connecting a value 
stream of diverse suppliers, GM purchasing professionals, 
neighboring communities, and customers . Our aim is 
to ensure that these connections drive lasting business 
relationships, customer loyalty, and world class parts and 
services that support our long term viability” Humphrey said .

“GM’s longstanding support of the WBENC and its regional 
partner organizations is driven by our desire to seek out 
innovative, competitive, and capable certified women-owned 
business’ that meet our supply chain needs, Humphrey 
added . “WBENC’s certification process is the gold standard 
for verifying the ownership and operational control of these 
enterprises . This certification drives integrity into our supplier 
inclusion and metric reporting process .”

Waterman said while the process of certification is thorough, 
it is not overly cumbersome for businesses wanting to apply . 
There is no size requirement for businesses seeking WBENC 
WBE Certification, and certification can be obtained in up to  
90 days . 

“A business submits an application along with the supporting 
documentation and processing fee,” said Waterman . “Each of 
our Regional Partner Organizations meet monthly to review 
the applications . An on-site visit is then scheduled to ensure 
that the applicant has actual control, meaning the primary 
power to manage the business and its day-to-day operations .”

Waterman said there is ample opportunity for women-owned 
dealerships to elevate themselves in the Fleet and Commercial 
space among WBENC’s diverse corporate and governmental 
members, as well as with other women-owned businesses .  
(See more about the Fleet & Commercial opportunity on  
page 6) 

WBENC CERTIFICATION
The WBENC WBE certification is the most widely 
recognized and respected certification of its kind, accepted 
by hundreds of corporations and governmental agencies . 
It is an important marketing tool for expanding visibility 
among decision-makers in corporate supply chain 
diversity and procurement organizations . WBENC has 14 
Regional Partner Organizations authorized to administer 
its certification across the U .S . WBENC also provides 
Women-Owned Small Business (WOSB) certification for 
the Small Business Association WOSB Federal Contracting 
Program . Outside of the United States, certification is 
provided by its strategic partner, WEConnect International .

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
» Access to supplier diversity and procurement executives

at hundreds of major U .S . corporations and
governmental entities accepting WBENC certification

» Access to mentoring, education and capacity
development

» Ability to promote businesses using WBENC-certified
seal on all marketing materials

» Eligible to promote businesses through sponsorship of
WBENC national events

» Access to WBENC Insights, an online knowledge resource
providing webinars, video, whitepapers and research
developed on key women business issues

» Access to global certification through WEConnect

International 
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I’m so proud to have been nominated by my peers to serve as WDAC 

chair. I follow in the footsteps of several visionary businesswomen 

who have dedicated their careers to improving automotive retail for 

female dealers, employees and customers.

For 15 years, the WRN has served women in GM’s Retail Network by 

providing a variety of resources focused on improving profitability, 

growth and retention. The WRN NADA 20 Groups, Business Meetings, 

WebEx sessions and other developmental opportunities now exist 

because of the work of the WRN and women dealers. Now, we 

have the power of GM WOMEN in the Field to be our ambassadors 

throughout the Regions. New programs, toolkits and initiatives are 

being crafted daily, and doors are opening throughout the retail world 

thanks to our members and GM support. 

It is the WDAC’s utmost priority to encourage all women to leverage 

these resources. They provide us with many individual and operational 

benefits, but the benefits cannot be realized without our participation. 

In the last several years, WRN members have made an incredible 

contribution to closing the profitability gap between male and female 

dealers. Our challenge is to keep improving until we become the profit 

leaders — bar none. I believe we can get there if we all utilize the 

resources that are available exclusively to us.

Here’s my highest praise for the WRN: I am an active customer of its 

services. I take part in the Dealer Business Meetings and Fixed Ops 

training. I utilize the best practices of other female dealers. I read 

WRN LINK, engage with the Web site and utilize the many toolkits 

and marketing materials available. And I can attest that all of these 

resources help my business run better.

In the coming months, I will discuss other Council priorities:

 » Participation in the WRN Business Meeting 

 » Offering more resources focused on S&P growth and profitability 

 » Leveraging: Business Development Centers 

I am proud to be a member of our group, to connect with passionate 

women and increase our influence throughout the industry. Getting 

involved is one of the best things I’ve ever done. My peers inspire me 

to be the best dealer — the best leader — I can be.

I’m eager to learn which specific tools our members need, and ways 

to make them more accessible and engaging. Please contact me with 

your thoughts. In the meantime, my challenge to you all is to become 

more active in the WRN. I guarantee you’ll be glad you did. 

A Message from our WDAC Chair

WRN Packs More Value into LINK, Website
You spoke and we listened . Then we refreshed our WRN communications tools to deliver 
even more actionable content focused on improving your business . In addition to a new 
digital format — much like your favorite online magazine — the refreshed LINK includes 
relevant articles, proven tips and interviews with newsmakers . Check it out on your 
computer, tablet and phone . 

For access to even more WRN resources, our new website will be online soon . Both the 
website and LINK put the power of the network at your fingertips — no matter where you 
are . More targeted tools available to you fast and easy: That’s our promise . As we continue 
to make improvements, let us hear from you . Please contact us with your ideas and 
suggestions at celeste .briggs@gm .com Watch for the new web site soon . 

Marianne Ballas

419-535-1000  |  mballas@ballasbuickgmc .com
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Thanks to the success of the WRN 20 Group launched in 
2013, GM and NADA are proud to offer a second 20 Group 
exclusively designed for members of the WRN .

“The women who’ve participated in the WRN 20 Group since 
its start have had nothing but praise,” said WRN Director 
Celeste Briggs . “Members of the group get individualized 
attention in areas of the business that most impact 
profitability .”

“In the 20 Group, you are learning something new based on 
the experiences of others and based on performance metrics,” 
said Mary Nurse, dealer principal, Nurse Chevrolet Cadillac, Ltd . 

“There is no dealership that runs perfectly . There are always 
opportunities for improvement . If you want to better your 
dealership in an environment that is conducive to women, a 
WRN 20 Group is the perfect way to go .” 

The WRN’s YouTube channel features video highlights of 
several dealers, including Amy Cram and Ronda Lawerence, 
discussing the many benefits of membership in the network’s 
20 Group . (youtube .com/user/womensretailnetwork)

Briggs calls the formation of a second 20 Group a tremendous 
opportunity for WRN members to discuss best practices, 
develop innovative solutions and increase dealership 
profitability . This exclusive offer is limited to WRN dealers and 
will be filled on a first-come basis . NADA facilitators bring 
unique industry insight and expertise, along with the full 
resources of the NADA . Counselors drive specific performance 
improvements through peer-to-peer comparisons, as well as 
identify emerging trends and opportunities in the industry . 

20 Group #2 Launch
Date: May 9-11, 2016, Charleston, SC

Dues: $315/month 
Meeting expenses courtesy of GM 
Members responsible for travel expenses

For More Information: 
Celeste Briggs, WRN director 
313.667.9691  |  celeste.briggs@gm.com

Diane Carnovsky, NADA 20 Group Membership 
703.749.4744  |  dcarnovsky@nada.org

What is the exclusive NADA WRN 20 Group?
» A group of non-competing female GM dealers, similar

in volume, as determined by NADA and GM

» Members agree to guidelines regarding financial
composite, meeting attendance and general conduct

» A minimum of 15 dealers is required to form a 20 Group

» Dealers elect a chairman to oversee the group
administration for a one-year term

» Group determines meeting locations and dates, 
in conjunction with NADA

» Group meets in person three times per year (1 .5 days); 
conducts conference calls and private communications
between meetings

» Meetings focus on operational challenges, exchanging
ideas and sharing best practices 

High Demand, Proven Success 
DRIVES Second 20 GROUP
NADA forms another WRN 20 Group for women dealers

In the 20 Group, you are learning something new based on the 
experiences of others and based on performance metrics.{
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climate perfect for
fLEET and COMMERCIAL BUSINESS

If your dealership isn’t bullish on Fleet and Commercial 
sales, Susan Keenehan wants you to read these facts:

» The U .S . Fleet and Commercial market is forecast
to be 3 million vehicles this year

» 22% of GM’s U .S . sales came from Fleet and Commercial
in 2015

» GM is purposely reducing sales to rental companies
and is focused on growing Commercial Sales, which
were up 38% over the last two years

» There are 23.4 million small businesses with between
one and 14 vehicles in their fleet

» Dealers sell an average of 3 ancillary sales for every 1
commercial sale

» There is a huge opportunity to grow Fixed Operations
with Commercial Sales . Fleet vehicles are tools —
companies invest in maintenance to keep them on
the road and productive

» Commercial Fleet customers receive 5-year/100K
powertrain warranty — bringing them back to your
dealership for 40,000 miles beyond your retail customers

» Small business and Commercial Sales are a catalyst for
accessory and upfit revenue through Business Choice

» GM Financial is actively engaged in growing Commercial
Sales with lines of credit and commercial financing tools

Keenehan, GM’s regional director for Fleet and Commercial 
in the North Central Region, said now is a perfect time to  
focus on Fleet and Commercial sales, especially with small 
business owners . 

“The economy is up, cars on road today are on average 11 years 
old, gas prices are low and capital is available,” said Keenehan . 

GM offers more Fleet and Commercial value than any other 
manufacturer through its three pillars:

6 

GREAT
PRODUCTS 

INNOVATIVE
BUSINESS 

SOLUTIONS 

EXCEPTIONAL
CUSTOMER 

EXPERIENCE 

WE PROMISE TO DELIVER ON OUR THREE PILLARS 
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Small business/dealer Fleet sales count toward your  
SFE objectives (delivery type 018, excluding ambulance/ 
up-fit units) . See SFE guideline for complete details .

“It’s important to sell all three pillars,” she said . “Great 
products help improve employee safety, satisfaction and 
retention, innovative business solutions such as 4G LTE turn 
our vehicles into mobile offices, and the exceptional customer 
experience that our dealers provide leads to customer loyalty . 
An important advantage that GM offers is an extra 40,000 
miles of powertrain warranty coverage for dealer Fleet 
customers compared to Ford . The additional warranty is a 
huge cost savings for business owners .”

The Fleet and Commercial business is no longer just trucks 
and vans . On average, one-third of fleets consist of cars and 
crossovers . Business owners and their families buy vehicles, 
too — Escalade, Yukon Denali and Tahoe are high-demand 
executive vehicles . Buick and Cadillac are very much in play . 
Equinox/Terrain and the Colorado and Canyon are extremely 
popular .

“The new Malibu gets 5 mpg better fuel economy than Ford 
Fusion,” Keenehan said . “That makes a big difference for 
companies that are watching their budget and putting a lot 
of miles on their vehicles .”

Keenehan recommends the Small Business Playbook, a CSSR 
tool to help dealers identify fleet opportunities within their 
existing customer base, as well as techniques for mining 
prospects in the local market . 

“There’s a big difference between retail and small business 
selling,” said Keenehan . “One walks in your door, the other 
you have to aggressively go after . Dealers need to help 
business owners understand what they are eligible for .  
It takes work, but the benefits are worth it .”

The best way to start, Keenehan said, is to get involved in 
the local community . That includes participating in civic 
organizations, small business associations, expos and 
philanthropy groups . She recommends hosting events at  
the dealership to build relationships .

There are Business Elite Zone teams in each of the Regions 
that can assist dealers that want to boost their Fleet and 
Commercial business . 

WBENC Certification for Small Business 
Conquests
Female dealers take note: Nearly two-thirds of all small 
businesses are being opened by women . 

“Becoming certified by WBENC is a great way to position 
your dealership with other women business owners,” 
Keenehan said . “According to their website, there are 
12,300 certified women-owned businesses in the network . 
If our WRN dealers could build relationships and get just 
10 percent of these business owners to buy one vehicle, 
we would sell 1,230 incremental vehicles . It only makes 
sense to be a part of the conversation .”

Data suggests that women-owned companies favor doing 
business with other woman-owned companies . Right now 
there are not many women dealers marketing themselves 
in this way . Being out in front and gaining exclusivity is an 
opportunity to seize .

Keenehan agrees with Celeste Briggs that forming a 
WBENC alliance and actively pursuing small business and 
Commercial sales is a strategic way for dealers to improve 
operational effectiveness and increase profitability .

“Leveraging your female ownership and more importantly 
relationships can be a huge asset,” said Keenehan . “Small 
business and Commercial sales is a relationship business — 
customers buy from people they like, respect and trust .” 
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BOWTIE APPLAUDS INTERNATIONAL 
WOMEN

Chevrolet is demonstrating its appreciation of women and 
its global presence by celebrating International Women’s 
Day, March 8, 2016 . The day was first celebrated in 1911 as 
a day of international solidarity of women . Chevrolet will 
recognize the economic, political and social achievements 
of women past, present and future throughout the month 
of March, which is also Women’s 
History month . The brand will 
encourage women everywhere 
to continue their pursuits by 
showcasing some of history’s 
most inspirational female  
leaders in a way that highlights 
the potential in every girl . 

FEMALES IN SALES OFTEN SHORT-TIMERS

A Recent NADA Dealership Workforce Study reported both 
good and not-so-good news regarding dealership employee 
turnover . The good news: Car dealership employee turnover 
was 39 percent, compared to 44 percent for the private sector . 
Unfortunately, the position of car-sales consultant exceeded 
the national private-sector average, with a turnover rate 
of 72 percent annually . Sales turnover in the non-luxury 
segment was 80 percent, luxury turnover was 48 percent 
and truck sales consultant turnover was 17 percent . Most 
alarming: female sales consultant turnover was 90 percent . 
According to the report, “Creating a more female-friendly 
work environment, particularly in sales, and attracting and 
recruiting more women to work in dealerships is still a major 
challenge ."

Other NADA findings:

» 18 .5 percent of active employees on new-car dealership

payrolls were women — an increase of less than one

point over 2013

» Females hired by dealerships in 2014 showed no

significant change from 2013, remaining around

20 percent of all new-hires

» Women represented only 8 percent of all active

employees in key positions, compared to support

positions, where women represented 91 percent 

WOMEN MOVE FROM “BRICKS TO CLICKS” 
Dealers wanting to increase sales to female customers are 
smart to boost their online marketing . According to AM-
Online, the fastest-growing segment of online car buyers in 
2015 was women . The number of women buying new and 
used cars online increased more than 50 percent from the 
year earlier, and was more than double that of men . “While 
women are increasingly calling the shots on family car 
purchase decisions, they report a sub-optimal experience 
with the traditional car dealership environment and sales 
process . There is a growing trend among women to take 
greater control of the car purchase experience for themselves 
and bypass the traditional process if they can .” 

BRIEFS
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WRN dealers play a big role promoting 
the Drive to Succeed Scholarship 
program and nominating qualified 
female candidates .

We’re asking all dealers to use the toolkit 
available at gmwomensretailnetwork .
com to promote the campaign to 
employees as well as with faculty and 
administrators at local high schools, 
colleges and vocational programs . 

It’s important that we take the time to 
promote awareness of the tremendous 
opportunities that exist for women 

in automotive sales, service and retail 
management by talking with our 
local civic organizations, media and all 
educational institutions . 

The application deadline for this year’s 
scholarship campaign is April 15 . Please 
partner with teachers and guidance 
counselors to identify interested female 
students and encourage candidates to 
apply . Make a special effort to share 
the program with all female dealership 
employees, and be sure to include them 
among your nominations . 

If you haven’t yet made a contribution, 

there’s still time. Our goal is to surpass 

last year’s total of $29,000 in tuition 

assistance.  

To donate now, please visit:  
gmsac.com/donatenow 



GM Automotive Retail Scholarship for Women
Drive to Succeed

Scholarship Application Deadline: April 15

Nurse Joins WDAC Representing 
Canada
The WDAC is proud to announce that Mary Nurse, 
owner of Nurse Chevrolet Cadillac in Ontario, has been 
appointed the WDAC representative for Canada . Nurse, 
an active member of our first female-exclusive NADA 
20 Group, will be replacing Karen Floss, who has elected 
to step down . Please join me in welcoming Mary and 
helping her to further engage our very important 
female dealers to the north . Nurse will officially join the 
Council mid-May and can be reached at mary .nurse@
marynurse .com . 
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Maybe it’s Texas, where everything is always bigger . Or 
maybe it’s Carmaleta McKinnis-Williams, whose infectious 
personality draws women throughout her Region to get 
involved . Either way, the South Central Region’s GM WOMEN 
in the Field group has become a powerful force helping 
dealers better connect with female buyers .

“It’s all about empowerment,” said McKinnis-Williams, who 
was an early champion for bringing GM’s female field staff 
and dealers together . “We are ambassadors connecting 
customers, dealers and the local communities . When we find 
a recipe that works, we take it to the next dealer to spread the 
success .”

McKinnis-Williams, Chevrolet District Manager Aftersales, 
understands the value of GM WOMEN in the Field . She actively 
recruits, promotes and develops resources for women in her 
Region equally passionate about the power of women . In 
February, McKinnis-Williams led the team that organized a 
professional development meeting in Dallas with 60 members 
of GM WOMEN in the Field . WRN Director Celeste Briggs was 
a keynote speaker, along with Angela Montgomery, Regional 
Director of Business Operations . 

The GM WOMEN Field, Sales, Service and Marketing group is 
comprised of women in each of the five U .S . Regions, which 
now boasts upwards of 200 members . It creates networking 
opportunities, mentoring and career growth for women who 
serve as the interface between GM and its dealers . 

McKinnis-Williams keeps the South Central group 
connected with newsletters, webinars, and philanthropy and 
volunteerism activities . They meet with dealers to share best 
practices and encourage use of WRN tools .

“This is about moving the needle,” said McKinnis-Williams . “We 
now have data that proves our efforts are working . Whether 
it’s increasing the number of women in dealerships, offering 
special financing for women, boosting profitability or women-
targeted marketing campaigns, we are shattering traditional 
perceptions about women in automotive retail and the female 
customer . Men and women are now talking about the power 
of women .”

Briggs encourages GM dealers to develop a relationship with 
GM WOMEN in the Field — one of 12 GM WOMEN Employee 
Resource subgroups .

“The South Central GM WOMEN in the Field is leading the 
country and can serve as a template for other regions,” said 
Briggs . “Every one of us should be helping dealers in our 
Region capture the female market by providing the tools 
available through WRN and the channels .”

One such tool is the Marketing to Women presentation 
developed by Chevrolet (see sidebar) . McKinnis-Williams 
shared this resource with the South Central Region to address 
a real opportunity in the Women’s Market Yvette W . Guyton, 
Dealer Network & Investment Manager — South Central 

SOUTH CENTRAL REGION GM WOMEN IN THE FIELD 
         LEADING NATION, MOVING NEEDLE 

Sixty members  
of South Central's  
GM WOMEN  
field organization  
attended the  
Professional  
Development  
meeting in Dallas.
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Region, attended the recent Dallas meeting . She works to 
maximize dealer success by offering a variety of resources 
including profitability optimization and succession planning, 
and encourages participation in 20 Groups and other 
networking opportunities .

“I promote the WRN and GM WOMEN in the Field in my 
regular interactions with all dealers,” she said . “Being with 
the company 38 years, I’ve seen the power of women as 
dealers and customers . In fact, I’ve been an advocate and 
former member of the Women’s Retail Initiative team . 
I’m here to do my part to help these dealers succeed and 
connect with today’s female consumers .

MARKETING TO WOMEN, prepared by Chevrolet, is 

an important tool that outlines the challenges GM 

faces with the women’s market and offers strategies to 

establish a better relationship with female consumers . 

It emphasizes increasing female market share without 

deteriorating share among men . Here’s the benefit: 

Recover 0 .2% points of market share or more, valued 

at $70M EBIT annually . The strategies offered in the 

presentation can be used by any of the brands . “GM 

recognizes the importance of the women’s market,” 

said Briggs, “and the strategies offered here help 

dealers establish a better relationship with the female 

consumer .” For more information, celeste .briggs@

gm .com . 

SOUTH CENTRAL REGION

That's the idea of our new "TIPS" series. 
The tips represent everything from 
innovative best practices to practical,  
easy-to-execute ideas. We hope there's 
an idea here for everyone. Please watch 
for this on-going series, share the ideas  
with your team and send your tips to:  
celeste.briggs@gm.com

Recommend the following services be 
performed once per year.

• Lubrication of body components including
key lock cylinders, door hinges, latches,
trunk and hood lid hinges to prevent
squeaks and premature wear.

• Silicone grease application on
weatherstrips to keep them flexible and
to prevent cracking due to drying out.

• Cleaning the outside of the radiator and
AC condenser. This ensures maximum
cooling and air conditioning performance.

• TRUCKS: Include spare tire check.
Grease and lube spare tire cables and
check hoist assembly.

TIPS
IMPROVING YOUR BUSINESS — 
ONE TIP AT A TIME
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Q: What is the quickest, easiest way to boost your 
 dealership’s Fixed Ops profitability? 
A: Conducting multi-point vehicle inspections (MPVI) 
 on every vehicle, with every customer.
 "Too easy,” you say? 
According to Rhenea Culp, CCA Service Development Manager,  
GM North Central Region, effectively completing a multi-point 
vehicle inspection and presenting a maintenance menu can 
add between $50,000 to $150,000 in labor and part sales  
each year .

That’s a lot of money left unclaimed by dealers not engaged 
in a consistent MPVI process . If you doubt it, let’s look at an 
example: 

 » Dealer Jane has 492 average customer-paid and warranty 
 repair orders a month

 » Multiply by 25% to find the number of repair orders needing 
 additional service repair (123)

 » Multiply 123 by 0 .3 flat rate hours, and again by the 
 effective labor rate ($100) 

 » To equal $3,690 — the additional labor sales per month 
 gained from a consistent MPVI process

 » Then multiply by 12 months to get the yearly total of 
 $44,280 

 » And if Jane has a 1:1 parts/labor ratio, multiply $44,280 by 2 
 for a grand total of $88,560

If that’s not enough to convince you of the value of MPVIs, 
Culp says that when effectively implemented, dealers can 
expect to see these results within 30 days and with only 
minimal investment . All that’s needed is a color printer and 
the GM Service Workbench MPVI/Menu tool, which is free .

Culp said new Service Workbench (SWB) training was 
launched in January through the Center of Learning, which 
includes excellent video courses that explain the MPVI/Menu 
process very clearly . Dealers can also get assistance with 
implementing a MPVI process from service development 
managers and their district manager of aftersales . 

“Training is open to everyone — dealers, Fixed Ops directors, 
service managers, service consultants and technicians,” said 
Culp . “Everyone involved in service needs to know that 
properly completing and presenting a MPVI is important to 
increasing service retention of the dealership .”

Just performing an MPVI isn’t enough, said Marisabel Cole, 
manager aftersales, Chevrolet SER . In her recent webinar 
presentation on the importance of MPVIs and Menus, Cole 
explained that the real value of MPVIs comes in explaining 
the process and communicating the results with customers . 
The payoff: Building trust and increasing customer loyalty . 
Customers reported that advisors who conducted an MPVI, 
explained the process and presented the results using the 
MPVI form “Definitely did have my best interests in mind .”

FIXED OPS
multi-point vehicle inspections:  
THE SECRET WEAPON IN  
BOOSTING FIXED OPS{
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TOOL: Maintenance Menu: 
Helping Advisors Build Trust and Sales
A 2015 J .D . Power study found that GM advisors are 
less likely to recommend additional service work than 
their counterparts at other manufacturers . The Service 
Workbench Menu and Inspection toolkit app, used on 
a smart device, can help change that by giving service 
consultants the opportunity to greet customers at their 
vehicles and engage them in the service write-up process . In 
addition to engaging customers, the SWB gives advisors the 
ability to check customer and vehicle information, and helps 
them save notes, observations and work recommendations . 
Most important is its ability to generate revenue for the 
dealership, and develop trust with the customer . 

RESULTS:  
Bob Fish Buick GMC, West Bend, WI 
Last year, Bob Fish Buick GMC conducted a lunchtime 
meeting with all fixed employees (including the GM, the 
district manager of aftersales and the service development 
manager) to focus on MPVIs . Dealership management was 
thorough in explaining the WIFM — what’s in it for me — 
regarding the trust and value that the MVPI provides, as well 
as growth opportunities for the dealership . The SDM and 
DMA conducted SWB training for all service consultants and 
technicians, teaching how to effectively present MPVI and 
use the SWB electronic tool . They also taught the service 
manager and GM how to pull the SWB management reports 
daily and post for all employees to see . The DMA followed 
up with additional training to ensure the success of the 
electronic MPVI/Menu process . 

The results: Increase in service retention from 77 .5 percent to 
79 .5 percent over a 12-month time frame . Increase in repair 
order value: Average three-month RO dollar value was up $87 
after implementation of MPVI and Menu . 

RESULTS:  
Martin Chevrolet, Crystal Lake, IL 
To improve the customer experience, the dealership 
purchased iPads for service consultants to greet customers 
at their vehicle upon entering the service lane . Each day, 
the service director pulls the SWB management report and 
prints it out for his consultants . He also monitors the SWB 
daily log on the Service Visit Summary screen to ensure an 
MPVI is being completed on every vehicle . All technicians 
have been trained on electronic MPVI completion . 

The Results: 108 percent properly completed MPVI (includes 
internal used cars) and 80 percent Menu presentation . 
Service retention increased to 78 .9 percent from 63 .2 percent 
over a 12-month time period with more repair order volume . 
RO dollar value in 2015 decreased slightly from 2014 due 
to more “base hits” versus one-time “home runs,” but there 
was increased customer retention and overall dealership 
profitability .

{

{

{

FIXED OPS
TOOL: Service Workbench Menu and Inspection 
toolkit app used on a smart device
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WESTERN REGION 
Angie Alexander 
805 .988 .2200 
ang710@gmail .com 

Katy Moore 
509 .837 .5501 
katymoore@speckdealerships .com

NORTH CENTRAL REGION 
Marianne Ballas (Chair) 
419 .535 .1000 
mballas@ballasbuickgmc .com

Mary Jo Wheeler-Schueller 
715 .748 .2371 
maryjo@wheelergm .com

SOUTH CENTRAL REGION 
Lisa T. Rebowe (Vice Chair) 
504 .366 .4381 
lrebowe@lesonchevy .com 

Open Seat

NORTHEAST REGION 
Amy Cram 
315 .539 .9272 
acram@billcramchevrolet .com

Lori Guitson 
570 .414 .1000 
lori@sunbpg .com

SOUTHEAST REGION 
Lori A. Davis 
304 .252 .5396 
ldavis@beckleyautomall .com

Christa Luna 
863 .763 .3154 
christa@gilbertchevrolet .com

CANADA 
Mary Nurse 
905 .668 .3304 
mary .nurse@marynurse .com

2016 WDAC Regional Representatives 

The GM Women’s Retail Network 
(WRN) is comprised of dealers, dealer 
management staff and stakeholders 
working together to improve dealer 
quality and profitability by leveraging 
the mutual support systems that 
benefit its members .

gmwomensretailnetwork .com

Dealer Development Regional 
Representatives 
WESTERN REGION 
Rick Sitek 
rick .sitek@gm .com 
805 .540 .9462

NORTH CENTRAL REGION 
Licia Price 
630 .961 .6703 
licia .price@gm .com

SOUTH CENTRAL REGION 
Yvette Guyton 
469 .417 .7070 
yvette .guyton@gm .com

NORTHEAST REGION 
Tia L. Hardeman 
203 .790 .3728 
tia .hardeman@chevrolet .com

SOUTHEAST REGION 
Valerie Weaver 
678 .240 .9918 
valerie .j .weaver@gm .com

WRN LINK is published by the  
Women's Retail Network (WRN)  
for the GM women's dealer network .  
For information about WRN, contact:

Celeste D . Briggs, Director 
Women's Retail Network 
313 .667 .9691 
celeste .briggs@gm .com

Electronic versions of the WRN 
LINK newsletter can be found at 
gmwomensretailnetwork .com

Editorial and design: 
Meg Lopé & Associates, LLC


